Photoreceptor sensitivity changes explained the effect of large uniform backgrounds on the color appearance of small targets in a dichoptic asymmetric color matching experiment. Subjects viewed in each eye a target superimposed on a large background. The backgrounds presented to the two eyes had different spectral compositions. Subjects adjusted the target seen by the right eye to match the appearance of the target seen by the left eye. Receptor sensitivity changes explained the effect of numerous adapting backgrounds on the color appearance of many targets with high precision. Post-receptoral sensitivity changes provided a poorer account of the data. The apparent sensitivity of each receptor class varied inversely with changes in background light absorbed by that receptor class, but did not depend on background light absorbed by the other two receptor classes.
INTRODUCTION
Sustained viewing of a uniform background light has a dramatic effect on the color appearance of small incremental and decremental targets. The effect of background on color appearance is a powerful probe into the process by which the brain computes color. It can be used as a common measurement tool for psychophysics and physiology and is of significant interest for many practical applications. In this paper we ask two questions. Do photoreceptor sensitivity (gain) changes explain the effects of uniform backgrounds on color appearance? If so, how do apparent receptor sensitivities depend on background light?
At the turn of the century von Kries hypothesized that the background exerts its influence on appearance by altering photoreceptor sensitivity (von Kries, 1905) . Color appearance studies since von Kries have not decisively tested his hypothesis. In the earliest studies, several authors rejected receptor sensitivity changes (Burnham, Evans & Newhall, 1952; MacAdam, 1956; Wassef, 1959) . We will argue in the Discussion that their conclusions were undermined by not knowing the human cone spectral sensitivities and by unstable adaptation. In spite of these findings, many authors have assumed that receptor sensitivity changes affect the appearance of targets viewed on uniform backgrounds (Jameson & Hurvich, 1972; Shevell, 1978; Walraven, 1976; Werner & Walraven, 1982) . Brainard and Wandell (1992) found evidence for receptor sensitivity control in more complex simulated illumination conditions. These conflicting findings led us to re-examine von Kries' model in uniform background conditions. We test von Kries' hypothesis using a variant of classical dichoptic asymmetric color matching (Burnham et al., 1952; Burnham, Evans & Newhall, 1957; Hunt, 1950 Hunt, , 1952 Jameson & Hurvich, 1959; Shevell & Humanski, 1984; Waiters, 1942; Whittle, 1973; Whittle & Challands, 1969; Wright, 1934) . The two eyes were separately adapted to different uniform backgrounds; each background occupied most of the visual field of one eye. Within a few seconds, the images in the two eyes fused, and the observer perceived one large uniform background field. A small, steady target was then presented upon each background. The observer adjusted the target in one eye to match the appearance of the target in the other eye. This method yielded precise measurements of the effect of large, stable adapting backgrounds on the color appearance of many different targets.
Over the range of stimuli available on a cathode ray tube (CRT) display, we found that receptor gain control explained appearance changes with high precision. Models of post-receptoral sensitivity changes fared worse. The apparent sensitivity of each receptor class varied inversely with changes in background light 240 EDUARDO-JOSI~ CHICHILNISKY and BRIAN A. WANDELL absorbed by that receptor class, but was independent of the background light absorbed by the others.
METHODS

Display
Observers viewed a computer-controlled color CRT display at a distance of 21 cm in a dark room. The display occupied the central 64deg of visual angle. Target stimuli occupied 2.5 deg. The observer's nose and forehead abutted the edge of a thin divider covered on both sides with front surface mirrors. The divider's opposite edge abutted the center of the CRT display [see Fig. I(A) ]. The mirrored divider thus separated the left and right eye visual fields.
The display apparatus is shown in Fig. I(A) . Because of the divider, the test background and target were seen only by the left eye, and the match background and target only by the right. The mirror on each side of the divider reflected the ipsilateral CRT image, doubling the visual field it occupied and ensuring stable adaptation for all but the most extreme angles of gaze.
The dichoptic display provided conflicting information to the two eyes, but the two images fused almost immediately. The fused percept had the spatial structure shown in Fig. I(B) . The test and match backgrounds, which were co-extensive in the two visual fields but had (A) Match 
Background
Match Target different spectral compositions, appeared to form a single large background. Because of the mirrored divider, virtual images of the test and match targets appeared contralateral to their physical counterparts, and closely matched them in color appearance.
Task
Initially the observer adapted for 2 min to a test and match background presented to each eye. Then a test target and a randomly selected match target appeared. The observer adjusted the match target until it looked identical to the test by varying the intensities of the three CRT primaries. Targets were presented steadily and no time limit was imposed on the task. After the observer was satisfied with the match, the two targets were removed for 10 sec, leaving only the uniform backgrounds. The test and match targets then reappeared for a final evaluation by the observer, who could either confirm the match or refine it.
Observers typically set 8 10 matches in a half-hour session. Whenever new backgrounds were introduced, the observer adapted to the display for 2 min before the matching process began.
Equipment
We generated the stimuli and controlled the experiments from a Sun workstation. The workstation controlled an IBM PC/AT with an NNGS video card driving a Hitachi HM-4320-D color computer monitor at 88 Hz, with a spatial resolution of 640 × 480 pixels. We measured the spectral emission of the monitor phosphors using a PhotoResearch PR-703A Spectral Scanner, and the digital control value to phosphor intensity relation (gamma curve) using a PhotoResearch 2009 Tele-Photometer. Periodic stability checks were done with a hand-held Minolta ChromaMeter. 
Calibration
Much of the basic color CRT calibration procedure is described elsewhere (Brainard, 1989) . Briefly, we verified that, to good approximation:
• the shape of the phosphor spectra remained constant across the screen, and for all phosphor intensities; • the relative intensities of the three phosphors remained constant across the screen; • the relation between digital control values and phosphor intensity (gamma curve) remained constant across the screen; • the spectrum of any combination of phosphors at any point was the sum of the individual spectra.
We measured, but did not correct for, overall intensity variation at different locations on the screen. As with many high quality monitors, ours showed an intensity dropoff of between 15 and 25% from the center to the edges of the screen. The test and match targets were symmetrically placed in a central region where the intensity dropoff was no more than 5%. We used the phosphor spectra and the gamma curves measured at the center of the screen, where targets were presented, to control our stimuli.
Subjects and stimuli
Two paid male undergraduates participated in the experiment (RR and SC). A smaller confirmatory data set was collected on one of the authors (EC). All subjects had normal color vision according to the Ishihara plates (Ishihara, 1977) . Subjects RR and SC used their usual corrective eyewear during experiments.
Throughout our experiments we used a fixed test background with a moderate gray appearance; we call this the "standard" background. Subjects set asymmetric matches on a total of 35 different match backgrounds, selected by eye to have very different appearances. The chromaticity coordinates of these backgrounds are shown in Fig. 2(A) . Background luminances ranged between 26 and 101 cd/m 2.
Subjects RR, SC and EC respectively set 871,222 and 179 total asymmetric matches on 11, 17 and 10 different backgrounds. The chromaticity coordinates of all the subjects' matches are shown in Fig. 2(B) . Match luminance ranged between 19 and 129 cd/m 2.
To measure and correct for interocular differences, subjects set control matches using identical match and test backgrounds. Subjects RR, SC and EC set 399, 129 and 44 control matches respectively.
Data representation and color difference measures
We calculate the effect of our stimuli on the cone photoreceptors using measurements of stimulus spectral composition and the Smith-Pokorny estimates of the relative spectral sensitivities of the human cones (Smith & Pokorny, 1975) , normalized to a maximum sensitivity of 1. We refer to the effect of a light on receptors with these spectral sensitivities as the light's receptor coordinates.
To evaluate model predictions, we represent our data in a variant of the CIELUV color space. Distances between stimuli in this space are intended to approximate differences in appearance (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982, p. 166) . The CIELUV coordinates of a light are computed from its XYZ coordinates and the XYZ coordinates of a nominally white light. To express our stimuli in XYZ coordinates, we used the least squares linear transformation relating the normalized Smith-Pokorny cone spectra to the CIE 1931 2-deg color matching functions. (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982) . For the white light, we used the XYZ coordinates of the standard background multiplied by 5. In 399 control matches set by observer RR (see below), we found that the differences between individual and mean control matches were approximately spherically distributed in CIELUV space if the L*-axis was multiplied by 3.15. Scaling of the L* axis according to viewing conditions is standard practice (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982, p. 166) . In what follows, all references to CIELUV color space include this scaling of the L*-axis.
Interocular corrections
Because our subjects set color matches between stimuli seen by different eyes, we corrected for slight interocular differences. With the two backgrounds identical (standard background), observers set control matches in the match eye to each of many targets presented to the test eye. Figure 3 shows the incremental L, M, and S coordinates of 129 control matches vs the coordinates of the test stimuli for observer SC. The deviations from the 45 deg diagonal indicate that with identical test and match backgrounds, stimuli seen by the two eyes had to be slightly different in order to match.
We corrected for measured interocular differences using the logic of Burnham et al. (1952) . Suppose that a set of test targets {ti} are precisely matched by targets {t~} on an identical match background. Now, with a different match background, suppose that the test 242 EDUARDO-JOSI~ CHICHILNISKY and BRIAN A. WANDELL stimuli {b} are matched by targets {mi}. We view the effect of the new match background on color appearance as mapping the control matches {t;} to the non-control matches {mi}. In other words, we used the test eye as a fixed reference for the observer, and studied the effect of background changes presented to the match eye.
Subject RR set eight to eleven control matches for every test stimulus ti used in our study. The mean control setting thus yielded a good estimate of the "true" control match value t ~ for each test stimulus b, and the variability of these matches yielded an estimate of the observer's precision at setting interocular matches. The interocular difference for RR (r.m.s. CIELUV difference between the test stimuli and control matches) was 2.39; his inherent match variability (r.m.s. CIELUV difference between individual and mean control matches) was 1.73.
Subjects SC and EC set only one or two control matches for each test stimulus in the study. For these two subjects we reduced the effect of match variability on the estimate of the "true" control match t ~ by fitting a smooth function to the mapping from test stimuli to control matches. If the spectral characteristics of the lens, ocular media, and macular pigment are the only differences between the two eyes, we would expect a linear relation between test and matching stimuli in control conditions because we used a display with three primaries. We therefore fitted a linear transformation between the test and match control receptor coordinates. We chose the linear transform that minimized the r.m.s. CIELUV difference between the predicted and observed control matches. We then used this linear mapping to estimate the true control match value t; for each test t~. The linear model provided a good fit to the control data: the r.m.s. CIELUV difference between the linear predictions and individual control matches was 2.40 for SC and 2.76 for EC, compared to r.m.s, differences of 4.21 and 3.76 respectively between test and matching stimuli. We took the differences between the linear predictions and the individual control matches as a measure of the inherent variability of interocular matching in these observers.
For these subjects as well as for RR, interocular differences and match variability were estimated from the same control data. Therefore the estimates of inherent matching variability are conservative; the actual variability is likely to be higher.
The interocular corrections allow us to use the test eye as a reference, and study the effect of background changes on color appearance in the match eye. In what follows, we simplify our notation by always studying the mapping of corrected test stimuli {t~} to match stimuli.
Model fitting and evaluation
We fitted and evaluated all models as follows. Each model we considered predicts the test target from the match target and background. We found the model parameters that minimized the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) CIELUV difference between test targets and model predictions. Because test targets were always presented on the standard background, we used the CIELUV white point equal to five times the tristimulus coordinates of the standard background. The CIELUV prediction error is a measure of perceptual difference between the test target and the model prediction (see above). To evaluate the model, we examine prediction errors across the entire data set. Note that model parameters were selected to minimize CIELUV errors, whereas the models predict the stimulus receptor coordinates.
RESULTS
Test of the receptor gain control model
Receptor gain control model. Our model of receptor gain control has two parts:
• Subject: SC
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Test M -6 FIGURE 3. Control matches. The plots show 129 matches set to many different test stimuli in conditions where both the test and match backgrounds were a neutral gray with receptor coordinates (9.6 8.6 7.6). Each panel shows the incremental (or decremental) stimulation of one cone class by the test and match targets. Solid lines indicate the measurement that would be expected if there were no difference between the two eyes.
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• the color appearance of a small target depends on its incremental receptor coordinates (i.e. the difference between target and background receptor coordinates) (Walraven, 1976) .
We tested the model using the following logic. Suppose each test target on background b is matched by some match target on background b'. We express the incremental receptor coordinates of the ith test and matching targets using the notation (t,~, tiM, t,s) and (miL, miM, m,s) respectively. Suppose that the gain of the L cones in the eye exposed to background b is given by gL, and that of the L cones in the eye exposed to background b' is g~_ (and similarly for the M and S cones). If receptoral gain control accounts for appearance changes, the test and match targets appear the same when the scaled incremental receptor signals are equal:
mis = (gs/g~)t,s.
Since a single scalar relates the incremental L cone coordinates of all the test and matching targets, this model predicts that a plot of miL VS tiL forms a straight line through the origin (and similarly for the M and S coordinates). The slope of this line is the ratio of the receptor gains associated with each background, gL/gL.
The top three panels of Fig. 4 show one test of this prediction for subject RR. The observer viewed on the test background individual test stimuli of many different colors and intensities that spanned three-dimensional color space (see Methods), and matched each on the specified match background. The three panels plot the incremental L, M and S coordinates of each match vs the corresponding coordinates of the test (the test stimuli were correct for interocular differences; see Methods). The dashed lines in each panel show the measurement that would be expected if each increment on the test background was matched by an identical increment on the match background. The solid lines in each panel show the predictions of the best-fitting receptor gain changes. These values minimized the r.m.s. CIELUV error in the model predictions (see Methods). The next two rows of panels in Fig. 4 depict matches set by RR on two other backgrounds. In all cases, the data are well fit by lines, as predicted by the model.
Observers RR, SC and EC set asymmetric matches on 11, 17 and 10 different backgrounds respectively. We evaluated the receptor gain model for each subject by comparing the model predictions on all backgrounds to the inherent variability of the observer's matches and to the size of the background effect. This comparison is shown in Fig. 5 . For each observer, Fig. 5 (A) is a histogram of CIELUV differences between test and match targets, corrected for interocular differences, in control conditions (test and match backgrounds identical). This is a conservative measure of the inherent matching variability for each observer (see Methods). Figure 5 (B) is a histogram of the CIELUV differences between test and match targets for all non-control match backgrounds. This shows the size of the background effect on the color appearance of the targets used. Figure  5 (C) is a histogram of the CIELUV differences between the receptor gain model predictions and the data. For each subject, these predictions were obtained by finding three gain ratios [equation (2)] for each background that explained the data with least r.m.s. CIELUV prediction error.
For each subject, the receptor gain control model accounts for almost all of the background effect on target appearance: the precision of the model predictions [Fig. 5(C) ] is nearly that of each observer's control matches [Fig. 5(A) ]. This is also true of each background considered independently, as can be seen by comparing the range of model errors on different backgrounds to the variability in control matches (Table 1) .
Matching of increments. Our model asserts that the incremental receptor coordinates of a target scaled by gain changes determine the matches. The increment idea alone without gain changes accounts for a majority of the effect of the background, but cannot explain our data. If subjects had adjusted the match target to the same incremental receptor coordinates as the test, the points in Fig. 4 would lie along the dashed lines; this is evidently not so. Over the entire data set, the r.m.s. CIELUV error of increment matching predictions is 6.66, 9.37, and 9.34 for subjects RR, SC and EC respectively. These are much lower than the r.m.s. CIELUV differences between absolute test and match stimuli, but are also substantially higher than both the RMS prediction errors of the receptor gain model and the r.m.s. variability in control matches shown in Table 1 .
The importance of receptoral gain changes in our model is shown in Fig. 6(A) . Each point indicates CIELUV prediction errors for one of 1272 asymmetric matches (data pooled across observers). The vertical coordinate of each point indicates the increment matching prediction error; the horizontal coordinate indicates the receptor gain model prediction error. The receptor gain model predicts our data substantially better than matching of increments alone.
General linear model. We found that a general linear relationship (Burnham et al., 1952; Wassef, 1958) between incremental test and match receptor coordinates did not provide significantly better predictions than the receptor gain control model. For each background change we found the linear transformation (nine parameters) between incremental test and match receptor coordinates that explained each subject's data with smallest r.m.s. CIELUV prediction error. A comparison of these predictions to those of the receptor gain model is shown in Fig. 6 
Test S "4 -'2 / 0 FIGURE 4. Asymmetric matches on three backgrounds. Each row shows data collected with one match background. The axes indicate the incremental (or decremental) stimulation of one cone class by the test and match targets. Receptor coordinates of the match backgrounds appear above each row. Viewed from a distance in a dark room, these backgrounds appear yellow-green, dark gray, and purple respectively. The test background always had receptor coordinates (9.6 8.6 7.6). Dashed lines show the measurement that would be expected if each test stimulus were matched by the same increment on the match background (no gain control). Solid lines show the predictions of the best-fitting receptor gain control model. Test targets were corrected for interocular differences (see Methods).
pooled across three observers 1972; Judd, 1951 ; Krauskopf, Williams, & Heeley, 1982) ; each makes a different prediction about our data. We compared the receptor gain control model to models of gain control in various hypothesized post-receptoral signals, as well as in a large number of randomly selected post-receptoral signals.
The histograms in Fig. 7 show these comparisons. For each subject, the horizontal axis represents the r.m.s. CIELUV difference between model predictions and observed data. Each point in the histogram was generated as follows. We defined three hypothetical post-receptoral signals, each a weighted sum of receptor signals, with distinct randomly selected weights. We then found (for each background) the gain changes in these hypothetical post-receptoral signals that explained the data with least r.m.s. CIELUV error, and recorded the total r.m.s, error associated with this best fit. This process was repeated about 2000 times to generate the histogram of errors. The point marked "receptors" shows the error associated with the receptor gain control model. This model predicts our data better than gain changes in essentially all randomly selected post-receptoral signals.
We also examined the possibility of gain changes in several specific hypothetical post-receptoral signals. Figure 7 shows the predictions errors associated with gain changes in the post-receptoral signals proposed by several authors (Guth, 1991; Jameson & Hurvich, 1972; Judd, 1951; Krauskopf et al., 1982) . All yielded poorer predictions than gain changes in receptor signals. This continued to hold when data from each match background were analyzed separately. For example, the best post-receptoral gain control model (Krauskopf et al., 1982) explained the data worse than receptor gain control on all match backgrounds for subjects SC and EC, and all but one match background for RR (data not shown). We conclude that receptor gain control explains the effect of the background on color appearance better than post-receptoral gain control. Summary. The receptor gain control model predicts asymmetric matches with precision very close to that of the observers' control matches, and is nearly indistinguishable from a more general linear model. Postreceptoral gain control models provide poorer predictions. We conclude that receptor gain control explains the effect of the background on the color appearance of small targets under our viewing conditions.
The dependence of receptor gain on background light
In the previous section we showed that asymmetric matches can be explained by a model in which receptor gain varies with background light. To test this model, we imposed no constraints on how receptor gain depends on background light. In this section we consider several models of this dependence and compare their predictions with those from the unconstrained receptor gain model. We find that a very simple relation between receptor gain and background light predicts asymmetric matches very accurately.
Direct estimates of receptor gain changes. We estimated the gain of each receptor class on each match background separately by finding the gain change that explained the data with smallest r.m.s. CIELUV prediction error (see above). The estimates are shown in Fig. 8 . In each panel, the horizontal axis represents the difference between the background light absorbed by one receptor class on the match field (b) and the stan-*This line is not the same as a least-squares regression line through the data.
dard test field (B). The vertical axis represents the measured inverse gain change, 1/g -l/G, of the same receptor class, where g is the gain on the match background and G is the gain on the standard test background (since units of gain are arbitrary, we set G=l). The results shown in Fig. 8 suggest that the dependence of inverse gain change on background change is approximately linear. This is most evident for subject RR, who set many matches on each background (see Table 1 ) and thus provided the most reliable estimates of receptor gain. Since each point in Fig. 8 is an estimate derived from between 7 and 42 matches, the significance of the deviations from linearity in subjects SC and EC is difficult to assess in this format and will be addressed later. The solid lines in Fig. 8 represent the linear relation that fitted each subject's entire data set with smallest r.m.s. CIELUV error.* The approximate linearity of the data in Fig. 8 where (be, bM, bs) are the receptor coordinates of the background, and ki and wi are constants (Fechner, 1860; Weber, 1834) . The Weber-Fechner model for receptor gain control is shown schematically in Fig. 9 .
To evaluate the Weber-Fechner model, we found the three parameters of the model that best predicted each subject's asymmetric matches (see Appendix). These predictions are summarized in Fig. 5(D) . Each panel is a histogram of the CIELUV differences between the Weber-Fechner gain model predictions and the data of one subject. The Weber-Fechner model accounts for almost all of the background effect on target appearance:
the precision of the model predictions [Fig. 5(D) ] is nearly that of the observers' control matches [ Fig. 5(A) ]. The Weber-Fechner model predicts asymmetric matches almost as well as gain changes fitted to each background change independently. A comparison between these predictions is shown in Fig. 6(C) . Each point indicates CIELUV prediction errors for one of 1272 asymmetric matches (data pooled across three observers). The vertical coordinate of each point indicates the Weber-Fechner gain model prediction error, the horizontal coordinate indicates the prediction error associated with gain changes fitted to each background change independently. The points cluster near the diagonal, showing that the Weber-Fechner model predictions are no worse than those of the more general, unrestricted model. This can also be seen in Table 1 , where the range of errors for the Weber-Fechner model on different backgrounds is similar to the range of errors for the unrestricted gain control model. Finally, the restrictive Weber-Fechner model explained our data better than unconstrained post-receptoral gain changes on each match background, using any of the published post-receptoral coordinate frames examined in Fig. 7 (data not shown).
Taken together, Figs 5 and 6 show that any deviations from the Weber-Fechner relation (suggested by the gain estimates in Fig. 8) are not significant when evaluated in terms of the prediction of asymmetric matching behavior.
Comparison with alternative models. Although the Weber-Fechner relation provides excellent predictions of asymmetric matches, for completeness we compared it to three more general alternative models of receptor gain control. The first model allows for interaction between receptor classes in adaptation. The second allows for a nonlinear relation between changes in background light and changes in inverse gain. The third allows for the Color Appearance This model generalizes the Weber-Fechner relation, allowing for interaction between receptor classes in the control of gain. In the schematic diagram of Fig. 9 , this model amounts to substituting a mixture of L, M, and S cone signals for the signal pool controlling (for example) the L cone gain. We call it afield-additive model, because the gain of each receptor class depends on a linear combination of background receptor coordinates (Boynton, Das, & Gardiner, 1966; Pugh, 1976; Sigel & Pugh, 1980; Wandell & Pugh, 1980b) . The general fieldadditive model is equivalent to the hypothesis tested by Brainard and Wandell (1992) , namely, that receptor gain change depends linearly on illuminant change.
The data are consistent with the simpler WeberFechner model. A comparison between the models is shown in Fig. 6(D) . Each point indicates CIELUV prediction errors for one of 1272 asymmetric matches (data pooled across three observers). The vertical coordinate of each point indicates the Weber-Fechner gain model prediction error, the horizontal coordinate indicates the general field-additive gain model prediction error. The more general model yields predictions nearly indistinguishable from those of the Weber-Fechner model. This can also be seen in Table 1 , where the r.m.s. prediction error of the field-additive model was just 0.03, 0.05, and 0.53 CIELUV units lower than the error associated with the Weber-Fechner model for subjects RR, SC, and EC respectively. In summary, we see no evidence for the idea that background light absorbed by one cone class affects the gain of the other cone classes.
Nonlinear dependence on background light. Because the gain change estimates from subjects SC and EC in Fig. 8 were less clearly linear than those of RR, we considered a generalization of the Weber-Fechner model that allows for a nonlinear relation between inverse gain change and background change: Nonlinear receptor responses. Primate cone flash responses begin to saturate when the peak photocurrent exceeds about half the maximum achievable current (Schnapf, Nunn, Meister, & Baylor, 1990) . We examined the possibility of receptor response nonlinearity preceding gain changes as follows. We compared the Weber-Fechner model to a model in which incremental receptor signals are subject to a static nonlinearity of the form x p before WeberFechner gain control. We found the Weber-Fechner parameters [equation (3)] and separate exponents PL, PM, and Ps for each cone class that minimized the r.m.s. CIELUV prediction error for each subject's data set. Permitting this response nonlinearity did not substantially improve the fit to the data. The r.m.s, prediction error of this model was only 0.04, 0.23, and 0.15 CIELUV units lower than the error associated with the Webe~Fechner model for subjects RR, SC and EC respectively.
In the absence of a model for the dependence of gain on background light (such as the Weber-Fechner model), matching data cannot distinguish a gain change following a response nonlinearity of the form x p from a gain change applied to linear receptor signals: the exponent and the gain change are confounded. Since response nonlinearities are likely to be closely approximated by the form x p, we only tested for response nonlinearities in "the context of the WebewFechner model.
Summary. The Weber-Fechner model of the impact of the background on color appearance carried great predictive power. Allowing for (1) interaction of receptor classes in gain control, (2) receptor response nonlinearities, and (3) a nonlinear relation between background changes and inverse gain changes did not substantially improve predictions. The slopes of the lines in Fig. 8 are the only free parameters of the Weber-Fechner model, since we can only estimate gain changes relative to the standard background (see Appendix). Thus, three parameters per subject predict all 871, 222, and 179 asymmetric matches for RR, SC, and EC respectively, with nearly the precision of the observers' repeated matches.
DISCUSSION
We first recapitulate our findings:
• receptor gain control explained with excellent precision the effect of uniform backgrounds on the color appearance of small incremental and decremental targets; • post-receptoral gain control provided a poorer account of the data; • the apparent gain of each receptor class varied inversely with changes in background light absorbed by that receptor class, but did not depend on background light absorbed by the other receptor classes.
Limitations
CRT display. Our conclusions are restricted to the range of stimuli available on a CRT display. It is possible that more extreme background manipulations will yield different results.
Locus of gain changes. Our study cannot distinguish between gain changes in the receptors themselves and gain changes in post-receptoral signals that preserve the segregation of the L, M, and S cone signals. We use the term "receptor gain" without implying a specific locus in the visual pathways. However, signals from different receptor classes are combined early in the retina (DeValois, 1965; Kaneko & Tachibana, 1983; Wiesel & Hubel, 1966) . This suggests the gain changes we measure occur at or near the receptors.
Interocular matching. Interocular matching provides fast, precise measurements of color appearance shifts, but may reflect interocular interactions not present in normal binocular viewing. For example, several authors have found very small effects of intense contralateral eye adaptation on the color appearance (Shevell & Humanski, 1984) and brightness (Pitt, 1939; Whittle & Challands, 1969) of targets seen by the ipsilateral eye. If dichoptic matching obeys transitivity, our conclusions about interocular color appearance shifts are not compromised by interocular interactions. Transitivity is defined as follows (Brainard & Wandell, 1992) . (Whittle & Challands, 1969) . Transitivity is sufficient to validate our analysis because it implies that we would measure the same appearance changes in the right eye no matter what reference stimulus we used in the left eye. Whittle et al. documented transitivity in homochromatic and heterochromatic brightness matching experiments (Whittle, 1973; Whittle & Challands, 1969) . The evidence therefore suggests that interocular interactions are small and transitive in our conditions, and so are unlikely to affect our conclusions about interocular appearance shifts.
However, interocular matches probably would not measure background effects on appearance that occur after binocular combination (e.g. Land, Hubel, Livingstone, Hollis, & Burns, 1983) . For example, suppose that mechanisms following binocular combination apply a common transformation to the appearance of all test targets in the visual field in a way that depends on the background signal in both eyes. Such a transformation would not be measured by interocular matches.
Changes in pupil size. In general, changes in pupil diameter influence receptor gain estimates. However, only interocular differences in pupil diameter matter in our dichoptic matching procedure; these are likely to be very small (Davson, 1972, p. 469) . Furthermore, even entirely independent changes in pupil size predict only a small fraction of the measured receptor gain changes. The observed receptor gain varied by more than 300% while independent pupil diameter variation predicts receptor gain changes smaller than 30% over the match field luminance range we used (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982, p. 105) .
Related 6terature
Receptor gain: physiology. Schnapf et al. (1990) observed a Webe~Fechner relation between background light and the flash sensitivity of individual primate cones. They also found that adapting intensities of roughly 3.3 log td were required to halve the sensitivity of individual cones (relative to dark sensitivity) compared to the 1-2 log td required to double detection thresholds for cone vision (Hood & Finkelstein, 1986) . How do our asymmetric matching data relate to physiologically measured cone sensitivity changes?
We addressed this question as follows. Schnapf et al. express the dependence of gain (or flash sensitivity) on background illumination as:
where g is the gain when the background intensity is b, gD is the gain in darkness, and b0 is the background intensity required to halve the gain. Using the data in Fig. 8 , we can derive an estimate of b0, which may be compared to the measurements of Schnapf et al. Let B and G represent background intensity and gain in the standard condition. From equation (6), it follows that
Gain is expressed in arbitrary units, so we define the gain G associated with the standard background B to be 1 (as in Fig. 8 ). This choice of units fixes the value of go (gain in darkness) in terms of the standard background intensity B and the gain-halving background intensity b0. This is seen by setting g = l'and b = B in equation (6):
Substituting into equation (7) and rearranging,
The quantities (b-B) and (1/g--1/G) are the horizontal and vertical axes of the plots in Fig. 8 , and B is the intensity of the standard background. Thus we used B and the slopes of the best-fitting lines shown in Fig. 8 to estimate b0 from our data. For the three subjects, we estimated b0 values of 114, 206, and 217 td for the L cones, and 130, 212, and 219td for the M cones, for an average of 2.3 log td. Schnapf et al. found *We assumed a 5 mm pupil diameter to convert background intensity measurements to td (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982, p. 105) . Assuming a 7 mm pupil diameter approximately doubles our estimates of b 0. a b0 value of 517 td for one L cone and 634, 2535, and 3549 td for three M cones, for an average of 3.3 log td. Thus our estimate of the mean background intensity required to halve cone sensitivity is an order of magnitude lower than that observed by Schnapf et al. in isolated primate cones, and is somewhat closer to the estimates from detection threshold data (Hood & Finkelstein, 1986 ).* Receptor gain: asymmetric color matching. Our results seem to contradict those of several asymmetric matching studies that rejected the receptor gain model (Burnham et al., 1952; MacAdam, 1956; Wassef, 1959) . We believe those studies suffered from several methodological and analytical limitations. First, their methods did not guarantee stable adaptation. Two of the studies used interocular matching similar to ours, but the divider separating the visual fields of the two eyes as well as the contralateral region that fused with the ipsilateral test stimulus were black (Burnham et al., 1952; Wassef, 1959) . In our conditions, the mirrored divider ensured that each eye was stably adapted independent of the direction of gaze, and the contralateral background contained no black patch. In another study, the subject attempted to stably foveate the dividing line between two juxtaposed adapting fields (MacAdam, 1956 ). This technique yielded complex relationships between the tristimulus coordinates of matching stimuli not observed by others.
Second, because the human cone spectral sensitivities were not known, these studies relied on an elegant but impractical analysis known as Brewer's method to test the receptor gain hypothesis (Brewer, 1954) . Specifically, they found the least-squares estimate of the linear transformation of tristimulus values between backgrounds, and asked if the eigenvalues of this transformation were real. Since the estimated transformation is subject to noise in the data, it is difficult to evaluate whether the complex eigenvalues were a basis for rejecting the receptor gain model. We were able to use the known human cone spectra and iterative searches to find the receptor gain values that provided the best fit to the data in terms of appearance, and concluded that this model predicted the data to excellent approximation.
Finally, these studies examined the relationship between the absolute tristimulus values of matching stimuli. Several considerations favor examining the relation between incremental receptor coordinates (differences from background) in our conditions. First, when the test stimulus is an increment of zero (identical to background), the match will also be a zero increment because the two backgrounds are fused: this is consistent with a pure gain change applied to increments. Second, our informal observations show that a stimulus with zero absolute intensity seen on one test background is not matched by a stimulus of zero absolute intensity on a different match background, ruling out gain changes applied to absolute receptor signals. Third, several studies have argued for partial (Jameson & Hurvich, 1972; Shevell, 1978) or complete (Davies, Faivre & Werner, 1983; Walraven, 1976 Complex scenes with many edges and object boundaries may influence color appearance through additional visual mechanisms that are not engaged by uniform backgrounds. This raises two questions about the relationship between color appearance measurements made on uniform and patterned backgrounds.
(1) Can color appearance on a patterned background be related to appearance on a uniform background by receptor gain changes? Valberg and Lange-Malecki (1990) report that it is possible to replace a patterned background with an equivalent uniform background that has the same effect on color appearance. On the other hand, Brown and Macleod (1991) report conditions for which no equivalent background exists. (2) Are color appearance transformations between patterned backgrounds consistent with receptor gain changes? Brainard and Wandell (1992) and Fuchs (1991) found evidence for receptor gain changes under varying illumination of complex scenes.
No matter how these questions are answered, we must understand the effect of uniform backgrounds on color appearance for two reasons. First, the physiological processes engaged by uniform backgrounds surely play a role in more complex conditions. Second, uniform backgrounds are a good experimental method for physiological studies of gain control.
Receptor-interaction: detection and equilibrium hues.
Our data are consistent with independent Webe~ Fechner adaptation of the three cone classes. But others have shown that changes in background seen by one cone class can influence the appearance (Cicerone, Krantz, & Larimer, 1975; Shevell & Humanski, 1988; Werner & Walraven, 1982) and visibility (Mollon & Polden, 1977; Polden & Mollon, 1980; Pugh, 1976; Sternheim, Stromeyer, & Khoo, !979; Wandell & Pugh, 1980a,b) of targets encoded by different cone classes. Such interactions are measured with background changes that exceed the dynamic range of our CRT display. Sigel and Pugh (1980) showed that backgrounds that elevate threshold by less than 1.2 log units affect detection of long wavelength lights in a manner consistent with independent gain control in the L cones. Consequently we believe that the relation we observed between background light and receptor gain can be reconciled with receptor interaction, as follows. Our data (Fig. 8) suggest that inverse relation [equation (4)] between background changes and receptor gain changes (Brainard & Wandell, 1992) , and support the more restricted independent Webe~Fechner model [equation (3)]. Suppose the general relation were more accurate, but that, for example, the coefficient WsL (contribution of L cones to S cone gain) was small. Then only very substantial L cone-specific background changes, possibly beyond our reach, would have a measurable impact on the S coordinates of asymmetric matches.
In short, the general bilinear model explains the regularity in our data and leaves room for small receptor interactions in adaptation; the restricted Webe~Fechner relation is an excellent approximation of typical CRT conditions.
Two-process models: equilibrium hues. Some authors have proposed that the background affects target appearance signals in two ways (Jameson & Hurvich, 1972; Shevell, 1978) : (1) it determines the gain of the absolute receptor signals encoding the target, (2) it causes a fixed amount to be subtracted from the target signal. Others have argued that incremental receptor signals (differences from background), subject to changes in gain, determine target appearance (Davies et al., 1983; Walraven, 1976) . The latter model is formally identical to a restricted case of the former, in which the subtracted quantity is equal to the background signal. In practice, the apparent subtracted quantity is at least very close to the background signal (Shevell, 1978) . Our data cannot distinguish these hypotheses, because dichoptic matching may not measure a general subtractive signal (i.e. a subtractive signal that differs from the background) when the two backgrounds are fused. A zero test increment must appear the same as a zero match increment. Hence, plots relating test and match increments must pass through the origin (see Fig. 4 ). This does not imply that there is no general subtractive signal. For example, suppose that (1) a general subtracrive signal is present in the target appearance signal computed in each eye, and (2) binocular fusion averages appearance signals from the two eyes. In this case fused dichoptic matches accurately measure gain changes, but do not measure the subtractive term. Thus, our method may measure receptor gain changes but not differences between the subtractive term and the background signal.
CONCLUSIONS
The effect of large uniform backgrounds on color appearance in our conditions may be understood in simple terms: the sensitivity of each receptor class varies inversely with changes in background light. The Webe~Fechner relation expresses a regularity in increment thresholds (Fechner, 1860; Weber, 1834) . Threshold (assumed to be inversely related to gain) is proportional to background illumination plus a constant:
APPENDIX
1/g = k + wb. 
as was to be shown. The converse is trivial, because B and G are constants.
The slopes of the lines relating (b -B) to (1/g -l /G)for each cone class are the only free parameters of the Weber Fechner model in our conditions
For each background change b -B, we can estimate only the ratio g/G of receptor gains on the match and test backgrounds [see equation (2)]. From the Weber Fechner relation (10).
gig -(k + wB)/(k + wb ).
(12)
Since G is fixed and has arbitrary units, we define G = 1. This fixes k -1 -wB in equation (10). Substituting into (12), g/G = I/ (1 + w(b --B) ).
Here b-B is the experimental manipulation. Hence, under the Webe~Fechner model, Gig and therefore the asymmetric matches are predicted by one free parameter w for each cone class, which is also the slope parameter in (l 1).
